Pearl & Leslie Birch

10th February 2016
FAO Ms Katherine King
The Planning Inspectorate,
3/18 Eagle Wing,
Temple Quay House,
2 The Square,
Bristol, BS1-6PN
Your Ref:
Our Ref:

EN020016
BFC_AFP035

Dear Ms King,

BRECHFA FOREST CONNECTION
We thank the Examining Authority for another opportunity to make a submission on this
subject and, will be grateful if you would forward our correspondence to Mr Broderick and
ask if he would please formally include this letter in the procedure.
Leslie Birch apologises to the ExA for the poor delivery and overrun of his oral submission
and can only attribute this to the false start to his presentation due to the microphone
problem and pause in the proceedings upsetting his preparation. The following is our
intended submission had it not been curtailed by overrunning our allotted time.
As before, for the sake of simplicity, in this submission we have referred only to the
Applicant as WPD and, in so doing include their entire extended team including Freedom
and others, whose input we may make comment upon.
This is an additional submission to the one we provided for Deadline 4 (Monday 1st
February 2016) and is again focussing upon the forthcoming Hearings on 10th & 11th
February 2016 and the Examining Authorities second round of written questions dated 11th
January 2016, but this time focusing on some of the responses WPD has provided.
In further reference to the WPD response to question CA2-01:“the Applicant wrote to 63 affected parties on 6 November 2015 to request
their agreement to the signing of a jointly agreed statement”,
we do not perceive there to be any request for agreement or indication that there is a jointly agreed
statement – if the 'Key Terms Sheet' is meant to be this statement, it falls short of any agreement.

Again in the WPD response to question CA2-08:“As referred to at the Issue Specific Hearings, the Government, when it considered
whether to include a general presumption in favour of
undergrounding, concluded (EN5
paragraph 1.7.5) that such a decision would
instead be better taken on a case by case basis”

we wish to reinforce the phrase “case by case basis” and, although WPD have put forward
other cases as part of their reply, we do not perceive these other cases should be relevant
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to this one.
In the WPD response to DLV2-01 they employ a judges remark:“speaking for myself, I would have thought they are predominantly rural structures”
and we would ask whether this observation was made as a result of the judge noticing
poles in rural areas and therefore if the judge noticed them, anyone else could not fail to
notice the amount of poles in the countryside, especially in a remarkably beautiful
landscape. Also, WPD have stated that an OHL is:“not necessarily incongruous or inconsistent with countryside landscape or visual
amenity”,
but the huge number of wooden poles already in the landscape is already changing the
character of the countryside to an industrialised one and, adding enormous OHL poles and
double poles with crossheads, attachments and cables we believe changes the “not
necessarily” to almost certainly. How many poles are enough poles? Once again, on a
case by case basis, highlighting decisions made elsewhere should not be applied here.
If they can dig up roads etc in towns and cities to bury electrical supply cables, rural areas
and those who live there should be treated equally as it must be significantly easier to
trench land that is not covered with paving, tarmacadam or concrete, especially if the
philosophy of the shortest distance between two points is adopted as did the Roman
legions.
Regarding the WPD response to DLV02-03:“The applicant is therefore unable to account for the numbers quoted by Karen
Miles”,
remarkably the figures put forward by WPD do not appear to correlate with their own
mountain of documentation. In the 'Route Alignment Options Report, February 2014',
section 3 Final Route Options, pages 33 to 40 inclusive, the ExA may wish to have verified
for himself the accuracy of Karen Miles statement. As WPD do not appear to be consistent
with the information they provide and, accepting that there are now only 13 areas listed,
how has WPD arrived at their figures when of the original 18 sections,15 were designated
as “High” and, so if we subtract 5 sections to arrive at 13 one would expect the result to be
10 “High” sections. This poses the question, where did 6 “Moderate” areas come from that
were not previously designated as such at all.
Regarding the WPD response to question EIA2-05:“The photomontage image provided by Avril and Bryan Davies is wholly inaccurate”.
We consider this reply to be totally inappropriate considering that for an arrangement poles
and stays so close to their property WPD did not deem it appropriate to provide those
landowners with their own photomontage or enough accurate information upon which Mr
and Mrs Davies could use for a less “inaccurate” submission. As a minimum one would
have expected an illustration (to scale) of the pole arrangement to have been provided
together with dimensions from a fixed landmark so the landowners could assimilate the
effect better. We would suggest that any one of the WPD team faced with such an obstacle
adjacent to their private property would expect comprehensive co-operation from the
proposer to understand the implications.
On Monday last (8th February), it appears that storm Imogen was responsible for the wind
turbines at Alltwalis not operating in conditions when householders most needed power
supplies. Fortunately more dependable backup supplies were available as the stormy
conditions produced a significant wind chill factor requiring people to keep warm and dry
out wet clothing. However, some households were not so fortunate as we understand
some 3500 properties supplied by WPD in the South West did not have any electrical
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power at all. Indeed, we understand that still some 400 properties were without power
Tuesday morning with some 80 in Swansea still without at lunchtime.
It would appear that the questions posed by MP's on the 'Energy Select Committee'
regarding adequate investment by electricity distribution company's in their networks,
needs to be taken more seriously, as customers should be able to rely on their electricity
supplies, especially the many households who are now all electric and do not have heating,
lighting or cooking facilities when the electricity goes off. Is it not time for WPD to take note
of the MP's and employ a more reliable technology so that the natural elements are not
able to inconvenience people --- no electricity is bad enough, but no electricity and flooding
must be devastating.
To conclude, this year is “2016 Wales Year of Adventure” which highlights the landscape in
its television adverts. Lets hope the promotions and participants are supported by people
and industries alike, by preserving the very land visitors are being encouraged to come
and experience and enjoy.
END OF 10th FEBRUARY 2016 ORAL SUBMISSION.
ADDITIONAL SUBMISSIONS ADDED 16th FEBRUARY 2016
“KEY TERMS/HEADS OF TERMS” etc
Updated Land Owner Engagement Table 9.18.1 (ULOET) February 2016
We have been unable to find an original LOET on the PINS website: so the term “updated”
appears to give the wrong impression, especially when before that there was little contact
with landowners.
The information against our entry in the ULOET (page 37) appears to be inconsistent with
the information that has been provided us. Our records show the following:--date 07.12.15, the description “conducted” appears misleading considering it is understood
that BK were late for the appointed time of the meeting.
date 08.12.15, we believe this should be 09.12.15 BJP emailed BK meeting notes
date 11.12.15, we believe this to be BK replied
date 14.12.15, we believe should be inserted BJP sent landowners concerns to BK
date 16.12.15, ok
date 29.12.15, we believe should read 18 numbered rather than 31 (although there may
have been more than one part to the entry)
date 18.01.16, ok
Key Terms/Heads of Terms (HoTs)
It was not until we examined the ULOET provided at the landowners meeting on Monday
15th February 2016 that we discovered what a section of our land was to be used for --“access and scaffolding only”. The original HoTs dated 12 November 2015 did not reveal
this information and only mentioned “3 x permanent accesses (if no poles or stays)”.
We were more than a little mystified as to where the three permanent accesses may be
and, if a WPD representative had visited us at all on any one of the many appointed
occasions, we may have been acquainted with some useful information, which
unfortunately, although having spent a considerable amount of time perusing the WPD
documents we had been unable to ascertain.
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This therefore gives rise to the following questions which ideally need to be addressed by
a meeting with a WPD representative so that “Key Terms” with which we can agree may
be employed in the HoTs which relate to our particular property:--1
The original HoTs plan shows an area (coloured green) in our only field, which we
estimate to be some 450 square metres. As we have now learned the intended use for this
area of land will be for scaffolding that we understand is normally described as
TEMPORARY WORKS and, assume that some sort of tower will be erected to facilitate
the installation of power-line cables so as to bridge the roadway, the A485. As the structure
will be temporary and the “Land Affected Plan C/LA/PS/5” seems to indicate that there is
no over-sail of our land, we do not perceive that an “Easement Strip” or “Easement Area”
are appropriate to our property, but we can agree a simple wayleave.
2
The part of our only field required by WPD (coloured green) encloses what has become a
favourite play area for our troop of Alpacas along with their dust wallows. Also, part of this
area has been incorporated into a section of land alongside our drainage ditch which has
become our wild flower meadow which is being established to attract wildlife and
pollinating butterflies/insects so as to benefit our newly planted rare fruit trees etc.
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The area WPD require also has our Alpaca fence going through it.
4
The “WPD Tree Plans 2.8, section C5” shows an area of “trees and hedges with the
potential to be affected” which we do not wish to be disturbed. These trees and hedges
comprise a unique area and, the only one in our field, where the junction of the mature
trees and hedges provide a resting and sleep location for our Alpacas shielded from harsh
winds and inclement weather that approaches from the South around to the West and
onwards to the North-East. Removal of any trees or hedges will deprive the animals of this
protection. Though we are providing a field shelter, the Alpacas prefer to be in the
sheltered corner of their field where they can observe any approach of unwelcome four
legged visitors.
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We will require WPD to agree arrangements with us to accommodate the safety of our
Alpacas. The animals do not like any kind of machinery, loud noises or strangers.
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With regard to the scaffolding. It is understood that a tower or some such construction will
be of a considerable weight and we would want to know what baseplates (concrete,
railway sleepers, etc) will be employed to support the arrangement as we are greatly
concerned about the compaction of our land and killing of grasses/plants deprived of
daylight. Also, what measures will be taken to prevent leaching from any of the baseplates
into our land and, how will the land be renovated after the structures have been removed.
We would also like to see the plan of the intended scaffolding scheme to be employed so
as to be able to understand its impact on the enjoyment of outlooks from our property.
7
As we assume the scaffolding will only be used for the installation of the cables, we would
like to be informed as to the likely period of time that it will be in situ.
8
As we believe our property is not affected by the 25 metre wide 'easement strip' we cannot
agree to any of our land that may be adjacent thereto being used by WPD except with a
new negotiation for access tracks etc. Hence HoTs Clause 11(b) & (c) will not be
acceptable as they are written at present because of the bio-security aspects involved
including TB, to which our Alpacas are VERY susceptible and have recently been tested
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as our property was within a contaminated area and, invasive non-native plants such as
Japanese Knotweed and Himalayan Balsam which both can become established by
literally grams of material and understand that they are nearby. We would therefore need
assurances within the HoTs that WPD will be taking the necessary steps to control
contamination from personnel, equipment and vehicles and, will indemnify us for the full
costs should any Alpacas become sick, injured or a fatality, or any of our land in the works
area or on or near the access tracks they use become contaminated with the unwanted
invasive plant species.
9
Regarding Clause 12 of the HoTs, we cannot agree to protect electric lines or ancillary
equipment whether on our property or not. We do not have the knowledge for such an
undertaking.
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When construction or any other works are carried out on any of our property by WPD, we
will require to be indemnified by WPD for claims resulting from 'Health and Safety' or any
other issues that result in claims for compensation from any source.
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Regarding Clause 8 of the HoTs dated 12 November 2015; we cannot agree not to object
to the DCO, because we do object to it as we have continually advocated undergrounding
of the connection, but will consider an agreement on the remainder of the clause.
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Generally all other details are being attended to by our land agent, Iwan Jones of BJP.
Kindest Regards,

Leslie & Pearl Birch
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